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1 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Long latency stores can have a significant impact in performance by delaying the committing of instructions and putting pressure on CPU resources. This problem is exacerbated on architectures with TSO (Total Store Order) memory ordering, since a long latency store at the head of the store-queue will delay committing of all subsequent stores [2]. A store-buffer mitigates this problem, by gathering long latency stores and allowing them (and subsequent ones) to retire immediately [1]. The write-backs to L1 are later performed in program order as early as possible. Since this buffer needs to be accessed on every load (for correctness), and is faster and more energy efficient than an L1, it functions similarly to a filter-cache[3]. However, low store-buffer hit-ratios hinder performance and energy benefits expected of a filter-cache. Moreover, to minimize memory access latency, the store-buffer and L1 are probed in parallel (since the load is likely to miss in the store-buffer), eliminating any load dynamic energy improvement, independently of store-buffer hit-ratio.

In this work we investigate the possibility of using the store-buffer as a filter-cache without compromising its original purpose of hiding store-miss latency. This objective poses us with 3 challenges: (1) determine if and by how much can the store-buffer hit-ratio be improved (section 2); (2) how to minimize L1 cache accesses without increasing average load latency (section 3); and (3) how to delay stores in the store-buffer in order to maximize store-buffer hits without increasing CPU stalls (section 3).

Figure 1: Percentage of loads that have their data forwarded (hit-ratio) from a standard store-buffer implementation and our optimal store-buffer (higher is better)

2 EVALUATING THE POTENTIAL – OPTIMAL IMPLEMENTATION
Given the store-buffer small size (42 to 44 entries) one expects that to be the culprit of the low hit-ratios, but an occupancy analysis of the store-buffer (figure 2) shows that, while the store-buffer is stressed on all benchmarks at some point in their execution, the majority of the time the buffer remains underutilized (61.6% of the time, only 20% or less of the buffer is being used on average). The low occupancy is the result of stores being performed as early as possible. While this policy is optimal to minimize CPU stalls (the primary purpose of the store-buffer), it is detrimental to store-buffer hits. The low store-buffer hit-ratio thus seems to be associated with its write-back policy and not with its small size.

To determine the potential of the store-buffer as a cache, we implemented an optimal store-buffer policy that keeps the stores in the buffer as long as possible, only preforming the write-back to L1 when store-buffer entries are needed. To avoid any negative impact in performance, when a new entry in the buffer is needed and one can not be allocated due to a long latency store at the head of the buffer, this head-store is completed immediately to not cause a CPU stall. While unrealistic, this implementation should give us a ceiling on what to expect from a realistic implementation. The optimal solution showed an average store-buffer hit-ratio of 16.2%

---

1 In modern X86_64 architectures, store-queue and store-buffer are unified and share the same physical structure. Distinction between the two is purely logical – uncommitted and committed stores.
Figure 2: Unified store-queue/store-buffer occupancy

(vs the 6.6% of the standard implementation), and up to 44.5% in perl (figure 1).

3 FUTURE WORK – REALISTIC IMPLEMENTATION

The optimal implementation shows substantial potential for performance and energy efficiency improvement. However, an equivalent realistic implementation would have to overcome two obstacles: (2) when to probe the store-buffer or the L1, without increasing average access latency; and (3) when and for how long to delay stores in the store-buffer without causing any extra CPU stalls.

To overcome the first obstacle one cannot simply serialize the access to the store-buffer and L1 because, despite the improvement in store-buffer hit-ratio, the majority of the loads still miss in the store-buffer. A better alternative would be to predict where we expect the load to hit. Modern CPUs are already capable to indirectly do this prediction by using a forward-predictor [5]. Such a predictor is used to estimate if the data of a load is going to be provided by the memory hierarchy (store-buffer miss) or forwarded into the pipeline from the store-buffer (store-buffer hit) in order to properly schedule load-dependent instructions [4]. An academically established strategy is to use store-distances [6] to do the prediction.

To overcome the second obstacle one needs to (A) predict when a store is expected to miss, (B) make the prediction sufficiently early to have enough time to free entries in the store buffer, and (C) predict how many slots are required in the store-buffer so not to unnecessarily remove stores from the buffer. Unlike the forward-predictor no existing CPU predictor can be used, so a new one is required. At this time, we have not implemented any such predictor with a high enough accuracy.
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